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Abstract
A different approach to electrical energy/power calculation by means of summing of non-even time
current samples over short time periods are described in to the article.

Introduction
It’s overall accepted that energy consumption calculations are based on instant power values,
especially if consumer generate non-sinusoidal current form. Usually instant current and voltage
readings - ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) readings - and following multiplication are used to
calculate instant power and average consumed power or energy [1], [2]. Non-sinusoidal current forms
are generated by consumers equipped with simple rectifier-capacitor input. Moreover, power factor is
remarkably lower than 1, because power factor correction must be applied for devices with installed
power more then 75W.
Other method are voltage and current values averaging via multi-order delta-sigma modulation and the
following multiplication [3].
Electrical energy measuring/monitoring device installation near every consumer are expensive.
Several methods are proposed to lower costs, for example [4], [5], in order to achieve widespread
electrical energy measuring/monitoring devices installations.
Electrical safety during metering is very important. Here the main problematic question is voltage
sensor isolation from power line. Isolation transformers, for example [6] are more heavy and bigger
sized compared to Hall current sensors, even current transformers available today [7], [8]. Due to
mentioned, many energy metering solutions implement non-isolated voltage measuring by simple
resistive voltage dividers and calculation (micro-controller) circuits.
Below are described a different approach to electrical energy metering in order to simplify
measurement device as well as achieve necessary safety conditions.

Non-even sampling energy consumption measuring method
As known, AC active energy usually are defined as integral value of instant value p over 1/2T or area
W1/2T (Fig.1a). Simultaneous readings of instant voltage and current values u, i allow to calculate
instant power value p with the sampling rate of 1/Δt and energy w over time period Δt (Fig.1b).
Sampling rate must be at least 4,2 KHz or 42 samples per 1/2T (EN 61000-3-2 [9], Nyquist
frequency).

Sampling allow to substitute area W1/2T, representing energy during 1/2T, with sum of smaller areas
(Fig.1c) (1), assuming that i, u are constant during Δt:
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Fig.1. AC instant voltage u, current i and power p graphs and half-period active energy area W1/2T
Described rectangle approximation are widely used today in electrical power/energy metering devices.
The main design problem for known devices are electrical isolation to achieve necessary safety and
input signal noise reduction.
Micro-controller ADC’s work only with positive input voltage in range 0...+3,3V or 0...+5V,
depending from micro-controller. So, DC component - a half of ADC reference voltage - must be
added to the sensing signal. Typically this is done by adding resistor divider.
In oder to simplify electrical power/energy, different approach are proposed.
Here, instead of voltage readings via transformer, voltage divider etc., mains voltage are converted to
frequency by voltage-to-frequency (U ➔ f) converter and output frequency are proportional to input
voltage.
Voltage-frequency converter output signal (pulses) are transferred through isolating optocoupler and
used as micro-controller’s ADC strobe signal. Strobe signal frequency determine current sampling
intervals Δt (Fig.2).
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Fig.2. Power/Energy measurement block diagram, containing voltage - frequency converter

For sinusoidal voltage (mains) Δt changes also are sinusoidal as are shown on Fig. 3.
Voltage-frequency transfer K function (2) must be linear:

fosc = K × u,

1
= K × u,
Tosc

or

(2)

In this case, as mentioned above, Tosc = Δt thus expression (1) can be re-written, including (2):
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According to expression (3), electrical energy during 1/2T or T are proportional to the sum of
current samples over 1/2T or T accordingly, if sampling rate are modulated by applied voltage.

Fig.3. Voltage-frequency converter output signal B v.s. input voltage A.

Experimental devices and results
Several versions of the energy metering devices, based on described above method, was tested (Fig.4).

Fig.4. Energy metering devices prototypes: a) simple voltage-frequency converter module, b) with
integrated voltage-frequency converter, current transformer operational amplifier and ATtiny85 micrcontroller

The main difference between tested devices was applied micro-controller: 8-bit AVR microcontrollers, 16MHz clock ATmega328 or 8MHz clock ATtiny85 [10], or 32-bit 72 MHz clock STM32
ARM Cortex micro-controller [11]. Clock frequency determine ADC conversion speed, thus determine
highest applicable output frequency for voltage-frequency converter. Mentioned is important only for
ARM micro-controllers.
Triac based voltage regulator was applied as variable load. Typical load voltage and current
waveforms are shown on Fig.5. Such triac phase regulation allow to regulate voltage on the resistive
load, generate current harmonics as well as change power factor. In the same time, resulting current
form cause errors when triac are OFF in case of low-cost current transformer [12].

Fig.5. Mains voltage A and regulated resistive load current B
Metering module (for example - shown on Fig.4b.) direct output (sum of ADC readings) are shown on
Fig.6. Each bar represent sum of current ADC readings, non-even sampled according to mains voltage
value, over 1 sec.
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Fig.6. Metering module raw data (coefficient K aren’t applied) output graph by 1sec.

Conclusion
Described method allow to create simple, effective and inexpensive electrical energy metering,
monitoring and flow controlling / measuring devices for AC and DC consumers, energy sources and
grids. Embedded in to micro-controller at least UART communication ports are ideal possibility for
remote energy data readings. Communication with external data storage device (flash memory) or
database software allow to create data logging system for one consumer / generator or synchronous
data logging for several consumers / generators.
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